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Abstract 

An implicit, electromagnetic particle (kinetic) simulation method is presented that 

can deal with multi-dimensional, inhomngeneous and finite beta plasmas in large spate 

and time scales. To include the diamagnefic effects in strongly magnetized (u,.,. > a.;„.) 

and inhoiiiogeneiitis, kinetic plasmas of the large scales, full-implicit "directly-coupled 

field-particle equations" are derived by using the backward time-decentered scheme and 

tin1 guiding center approximation with the magnetic drifts about the electron perpen

dicular motion. This algorithm has been implemented for st udies of inhomogeneous and 

magnetized plasmas of three-dimensions. The basic algorithm of the code is described 

and several physics applications are shown for the Alfven-ion-cyclotron instability and 

kink instability of the peaked density ion beam. 

Keywords: implicit, particle simulation, electromagnetic, Mill) scales, 

in homogeneous plasma, nonlinear process 
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1 Introduction 
Many people have noticed an existence of the giant gap in space and time be

tween the microscopic (kinetic) and macroscopic (magnetohydr dynamic) natures of 

plasmas. Due to the difference in the physical parameters, it was virtually impossible 

to treat these two regimes simultaneously in a self-consistent manner. Nevertheless, 

many important and interesting problems of space and fusion plasmas fall on this cat

egory. For example, the anomalous transport and its control are of vital importance 

for the success of magnetically confined fusion but its mechanism has not been well 

identified. In space physics, there are also varieties of plasma phenomena that belong 

to this macroscale kinetic regime. Typical of them are the magnetosonic shocks with 

the ion scale length and the kinetic Alfven wave that causes substantial wave-particle 

interactions through its longitudinal electric field. 

The aforementioned large space-scale and low frequency plasma phenomena occur

ring between the microscopic and macroscopic regimes could be adequately studied by 

neither the traditional (explicit) particle code nor the MHD simulation method. Ex

tensive efforts were made in the 1980's in the United States and Japan to develop new 

simulation tools to overcome this difficulty. After the decade of research and develop

ment, "the moment implicit", "macroscale electromagnetic" and "gyrokinetic" particle 

simulations seem to be promising among them. 

The moment implicit method derives implicit moment equations relying on the 

concept used in the fluid dynamics and predicts the future electromagnetic field from 

the lowest two velocity moments. These moments are calculated by summations over 

the particles. This type of the code known as "the Venus code" was developed in 

Los Alamos National Laboratory in early 80's and was successfully applied to laser 

irradiation and various beam-plasma processes 1 ' . This method was recently modified 

in one-dimension to avoid the iterative solution of the electromagnetic field by taking 

higher terms in the Taylor expansion into account 2 ' . 

The macroscale particle simulation 3 ' (MACROS) developed by the author since 
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early 1984 has been constructed on the physical insight that the backward time-

decentered electromagnetic field acts to selectively suppress high frequency oscillations 

of plasma particles. The macroscale particle code has many favorable common fea

tures with the Venus code for large-scale simulations; both of the codes adopt the 

backward time-decentered scheme. The difference is that the macroscale particle sim

ulation utilizes the particle nature directly that is contained in the original Newton-

Maxwell equations. Therefore the macro^ale particle simulation is less restrictive 

about the time step size. These characteristics are realized by virtue of the implicit

ness of "directly-coupled field-particle equations" which are the equations l.o determine 

the future electromagnetic field. 

It is noted in passing that the macroscale particle simulation is qualitatively different, 

from the magnctostatic (Darwin) algorithm which uses V x B = ('l?r/c)jy instead of 

the full Maxwell equations. The latter requires complete separation of the transverse 

current j r (V-j?' = 0) from the longitudinal one; otherwise numerical instability results. 

Furthermore, the Darwin algorithm is essentially an explicit model which is bound by 

uJreAt < 1 and Ax/Xoc < 1. 

The concept of the gyrokinetic simulation which was initially motivated in the 

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory is different from the previous implicit methods 

in the point that it is based on the smallness e-ordering on the wavelengths and the 

amplitude of the electromagnetic field. Many terms are dropped from the original 

kinetic equations following the ordering. Therefore, this type of the code is correct and 

efficient when the smallness ordering assumptions are fully satisfied. However, when 

the assumptions are marginally satisfied, many corrective terms should be taken into 

account to make the simulation physically meaningful. 

When we concentrate our attention to the "kinetic" transport processes occurring 

in fusion and space plasmas with "macro" (MHD)-scales, we can list up several require

ments to be satisfied by the simulation codes. First, the simulation code must have an 

ability of haniling the kinetic plasmas in multi-dimensions where the space and time 

scales are not microscopic. i.e.,uip€At ^> 1 and Ax > c/wpP >• .\/>. Second, magncti-
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tally confined plasmas are strongly magnetized (u/ c e > u/p<.) and quite inhomogeneous in 

density: the magnetic field changes its orientation and strength in space. Moreover, the 

diamagnetic effects are not ignorable to treat the finite beta (temperature) plasmas. 

An intermediate, so-called semi-implicit version of the macroscale particle simu

lation code was finished by 1986. This version of the code is applicable to plasmas 

with the magnetic null points and was actually applied to variety of studies such as 

excitation of the kinetic Alfven wave /plasma heating 5 1 , and current-beam injection 

/kink instability . Although these studies were virtually the firsl to have ever been 

made by 1 ho large-scale, kinetic simulation code of general purposes, the time step was 

limited to u/;„..A/ < 1 due to the predictor-correcter method adopted to calculate the 

future current density in the field equation. (Full implicitness is violated here.) 

The macroscale particle simulation code that, can deal with homogeneous plasmas 

in large space and time scales was completed by 1988. The validity of the algorithm 

was extensively studied and verified both analytically and numerically' 1'. However, this 

version did not include the diamagnetic drift current and the field iteration failed for 

a plasma with large density in homogeneity. Recently the old version of the macroscale 

particle simulation « ode has been upgraded to deal with inhomogeneous kinetic plas

mas in large (MUD) scales. Specifically, the drift approximation with the magnetic 

drifts lias been introduced to the "perpendicular" motion of the electrons; the election 

cyclotron time scale is as short as that of the Langmuir oscillations, i.e.. njne, ~ ^ p t- for 

magnetically confined plasmas. By contrast, the parallel part of the electron motion is 

traced exactly as the particle species. The slightly backward time-decentered scheme is 

used as before, both in the equations of motion and the Maxwell equations to attenuate 

high frequency oscillations in the plasma. 

The characteristic features of the macroscale particle simulation code thus devel

oped are summarized in Table 1. One of the important features hero is that low fre

quency, electromagnetic (electrostatic, of course) waves and structures with usAt < 1 

are properly reproduced where UJ is their characteristic frequency. Therefore, Landau 

and cyclotron resonance effects are included in the code. Since full particle dynamics 
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are retainer] for the ions and the parallel part of the electron motion (on top of the 

drift motion in the perpendicular direction), various particle orl>it efforts in the iti-

homogoncous plasmas, such as finite barmor radius effort, banana and trapped orbit 

effects in the torus geometry, are included in the macroscalo particle code. Moreover. 

the code is numerically stable both in linear and nonlinear stages by virtue of ihe 

simple backward timo-docenterod scheme adopted. These characteristic features make 

the macroscale particle simulation method quite suitable for st udios of large space and 

time-scale, kinetic and nonlinear processes occurring in magnetized plasmas. 

As will fie described in Sec.2, the key of the code is that it is completely implicit 

in time. In order to get rid of the Courant condition that severely limits the lime 

step for given space grid intervals, the Maxwell equations are directly coupled with Ihe 

equations of motion of particles. This procedure results in the full-implicit "directly-

coupled (ifld-parlicle (IX'KP) equations.*1 The ruacroscale particle .simulation may bo 

thus called "direi ' ly-roupled implicit method" in a technical sense. A special iterative 

technique is devised to solve this coupled field-particle equations for in homogeneous 

density plasmas; ihe iteration converges in a few cycles in one-dimension, and in a 

couple often cycles in three-dimensions. 

In the next section, the algorithm of the macroscale particle code will bo described 

for the simulation of inhomogoneous, magnetized plasmas in multi-dimensions. Several 

physics applications 1o large-scale, kinetic problems will be shown in Sec.-J and <b 

2 General Algorithm 

2.1 Field and particle equations 

The foregoitig characteristic features of the macroscale particle simulation are real

ized partly by the introduction of the slightly backward timo-decontered scheme bol h 

into the Maxwell equations and the equations of motion of particles". The Maxwell 
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equations with the time level suffices are given by 

f l /2 

! / a n \ " + ' / 2 

(1) 

- V x E n + ° , (2) 
c \ "" ' 

V ' E n + 1 = 47rp" + 1, (3) 

V - B " + 1 = 0. (4) 

The equations of motion for the ions are, 

dv. ,+1/2 „ „ " + 1 / 2 

dt 
< t x " + " 2 

- ^ [ E " + ° ( x ; ) + -i x B " + " ( x , ) ] , (5) 

«+I/2 

and the equations of motion for the electrons are, 

< ' _ ( -«)* -+ . , , „ , ^ 
<ft 

^ - ( ^ r + ^ ^ ^ ^ t b . v j b } ] - , 
cfx' n+l/2 

(6) 

n+l/2 
"'BpfxJ - ^V„S»+», (7) 

(8) 

where b = (B/ f l ) is the unit vector along the magnetic field line, and the direction of 

the parallel velocity of the electrons is defined by 

vj+"3 = «£»" b - ^ f x , ) . (10) 

The E x B, gradient-B and the curvature drift terms are incorporated in the perpen

dicular motion of the electrons. 

The parameters a and 7 which appear in Maxwell equations and the equations of 

motion are the implicitness parameters that are chosen slightly larger than | depending 

on trade-off between the accuracy and stability of the code. The decentering shift of the 
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time level of the curl terms in Eqs.(l)(2) causes damping of high frequency light waves 

and that of the current density in Eq.( 1) results in attenuation ol high frequency plasma 

waves. Damping of high frequency electrostatic waves with ui ~ u.y is attributed to the 

decentering shift of the field's time level in the equations of motion. It was proved both 

analytically and numerically that the decentering shift of the F. x B term in Kq.(!)) is 

a necessary condition for the numerical stability '. 

It should he noted that the guiding-center approximation is made just for the 

"perpendicular" part of the electron motion in order to eliminate the electron cyclotron 

time scale uicc. By contrast, the ion and electron parallel motions are traced exactly 

as the particle species. These treatments make this code appropriate for the study of 

kinetic plasma transport, in magnetically confined fusion plasmas for wdiich the relation 

u„ ~ wpe S> wa holds. It may be a natural extension of the present code to introduce 

the guiding center approximation also to the ions which enables us simulations with a 

yet larger time scale with ujctAt ^ 1 at an expense of some physics on ions. 

2.2 Equations in the finite difference form 

The techniques that make the present implicit algorithm realistic are shown here. 

The equation of motion for the ions in the finite difference form is written as 

n + l / 2 

v " + 1 = v" + A i — [ E n + ° ( x " + 7 ) + ^ x B " + " ( x " + 1 ) ] . (11) 

If Eq . ( l l ) is solved in terms of v " + I using the interpolation v " + 1 ' 2 = j (v" + v" + 1 ) , 

then we have 

p v" A/ r ( v" 
v n + l = v » + A < i L [ E » + - + {J. + ^ - 2 l - E " + a + ^ x B " + ° (12) 

' ' m, c 2 m,c \ c: 

+ ^ — E " + ° x B * + ° ) } x B " + " , 1 , (13) 

X j " + ' = x ; + A ( V ; + 1 ' 2 . (14) 
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Similarly, I ho equations of motion for I he electrons are writ ten as 

t L ? "J 7??,. " J mt. 

x ; + 1 = x ; + A / I v ^ ^ + v^ t* ;* ' ) ] . ( I « I 

The held is evaluated at the "predicted'* position x"+ ' = x" + " Af v ' ' f l where 

v^ ( ) . is calculated by means of only the known field values ai / = t". 

The Maxwell equations in the finite-difTeronce form assume the form 

E r , + 1 - E" = rAfV x B I , + ° - < l - A / j " + \ (17) 

B 7 , + I - B" = - r -A/V x E " + , t . (IS) 

In order to avoid the ('ourant condition that severely restricts t he size of the lime step 

A/ against the given space, grid interval, we eliminate B " + 1 from Kq>.( 1 7)( l«s) IMII.U 

the linear interpolation of the held quantity to the non-integer lime level: 

E " + a = o E " + 1 + (1 - n ) E " . (19) 

This procedure yields an equation governing the future electromagnetic field 

[ I + (ncA/)-'V x V * ] E " + 1 = [ I ~ o ( l - rO(cA/) - 'V x V - ] E" 

+ cA/V x B" - \-Af j " + \ 

In (he above equation, all the. terms except (1.) balance with each other U>r the 

electromagnetic part; by contrast, the (1.) tonus and the cuirent density contribute to 

determine the electrostatic field. 

2.3 Directly-coupled fie Id-particle equations 

Since the implicitness parameters must be chosen as a,-, > \, the current density in 

the equation (JO) is unknown and needs to he predicted by some ways. This constitutes 

the key of the present algorithm which is done by expressing the current density directly 
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in terms of the electromagnetic field: 

j " + ,(x) = E ejV^S(x-x^) 
} 

= E ^ K + ->Af-̂ -[E"+" + { ^ + ^-— (E" + " + ̂  x B"+" 

+ ^ ^ E " + " x B " + " ) } x B " + " ,]] .S(x - x ; + ' ) (-j:j) 

+ D - ^ ) [ w + ^ ' ( ^ £ r ( * ; + , ) - ^ ; V i i B - + » ) } b " + " a m) 
+ v ^ ( x ; + ' ) ] 5 ( x - x ; + 1 ) . (25) 

The symbols YLt <*nd £],, denote sunimafions over the ions and electrons, respectively. 

Substitution of this expression into Eq.(20) with Kqs.( 12)-( 1(>) and (IS) forms a closed 

set of the Courant-condition-free, implicit equations. These equations are named 

"direct I y-coupled fie Id-particle equations". 

The third and fourth equations of Maxwell equations, Eqs.(.'l)(4) are the conditions 

to determine the initial field and need not be used at I. > 0 mathematically. However in 

reality, use of the space grids inevitably causes an assignment error to the longitudinal 

part of the current density. Therefore, correction to the electric field is required' 1. This 

is done by deriving an correction equation to the longitudinal electric field: 

E = E - V < V , (26) 

where E is the true electric field, and E is the electric field before the correction (ihe 

solution to Eq.(20)). The Gauss equation (3) then yields an equation for ftp, 

-V2<5y? = 4 V + ' - V - E " + 1 . (27) 

Since the charge density at t = t n + l is not known beforehand in the implicit algorithm, 

the formula is used that expands the charge density 6 1 around the predicted position 

x" + l-

,'"+ l(x) = £, 0 5 ( x - x ; + 1 ) 

= Z, e,S[x - x['+>) - V • E, e/XjSix - x,"^). 
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Here, <Sx} = x" + ' — x (",t' with x" + 1 being I ho I rue pnsilion, anil x™,*' the position 

calculated using E" + l and B " + l . For example, the Hisplac-oniciii for the ions I"'' o s 

.Sx'," = - i r v ( A / ) - — {Vc .-+ - ^ A / — V . V x B " + ' } / [ l + ( - A / — ) j (.Ml) 
J 2 m, ' 2 »i,i' \ 2 n:,r I 

Thus, fXj depends only on S'-p and Kqs.(27)(28) constitute the equations in determine 

the correction scalar potential field. 

2.4 Miscellaneous 

In the rnacroscale particle simulation, all the physical quantities are normalized l>v 

the four basic units, the length: <'/u.<y,, time: a-".1, mass: t/i,., chcti^r: <. as 

Oilier quantities are normalized as combinations of Ihese basic four units: 

v UJ - <E - B 
v = - , u.- = — , E = , B = . H I ) 

Quantities with {") are used in the simulation. This normalization is suitable tor 

treating electromagnetic waves and instabilities. With this normalization, the const an I 

in the Held equations is transformed a.s (TT) —+ (l/??o) and the light speed (<•') disappears 

everywhere [ n0: the average particle number density per coll]. 

Since the coupled equations are solved in the (.i\y,k.) space, the arrangement ol 

the spatial grids needs to be specified for two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate spa<e 

(Figure ]). Each component of the electromagnetic field and the source terms lias, its 

own grid system so that their spatial derivatives become centered with respect to the 

non-derivative terms. This is done by inspecting the Maxwell equation* in the linite 

difference form. The proper combinations of the electromagnetic field in lire coupled 

equations that share the same grid points are (/-',., B^) and (V;'v, Hr): l': and H. are 

defined on their own grids. With this choice, the accuracy of the spatial derivatives is 

kepi to the second order. 

Filtering of both the source terms in the coupled equalions and the electromag

netic field acting on particles are required to reduce short wavelength errors associated 
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with the finite difference method, [n terms of the [x,y) coordinate, the digital filter

ing technique known as "five-point smoothing" is done which is a combination of the 

three-point higher-mode filtering and the lower-mode boosting 3 ' . The weight of this 

smoothing should be ( —j j , ^ , jf, ^ j , — j$) for consecutive five points along one direc

tion. At the system boundary (wall), proper boundary conditions must be imposed on 

each field quantity. 

The supercomputers are generally equiped with the vectorization feature for the 

do-loop operations. This feature can be efficiently utilized even for the fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) in the multi-dimensional circumstances. The highest degree of vec-

torization is achieved for the FFT scheme if all the ( i , ; / ) components are Fourier-

transformed simultaneously as a one-dimensional array in terms of the same k; value. 

It should be noted thai Kq.(21) and (28) include summations over the product of 

the particle and field quantities which represent, a coupling of the neighboring plasma 

elements through the electromagnetic field. These calculations are usually too expen

sive otherwise the following approximation is made use of for the coupling terms: 

Y.';E"+nixJ)S{x~Xj) = ] ^ > J E " . S > - x J ) + a • X > J { E " + , - E" ).V(x - x J 3 2 ) 
J J 3 

= £ o E ' , ( x J ) ' S ' ( x - x J ) + ' > / ' ( x ) ( E " + ' - E ' ' ) ( x ) . (:») 
J 

The linear interpolation (19) is used in the first line and p(x) = Y*j f l j ^ ( x ~ x j ) - I ' , f ! 

sunimalions through the particle list are thus separated from the iteration cycle of the 

coupled field panicle equations. Since the majnr contribution is contained in the first 

term of (3-J) whose calculation is done "accurately", this approximation is considered to 

be quite acceptable. This point has been verified numerically"". Analytic and numerical 

proof of th • macroscale particle simulation in general is found in Reference [3]. 

There are several remarks before closing this technical section. First, exactly iden

tical expressions must be used in the particle movers and the corresponding parts in 

the directly-coupled field-particle equations. Violation to this rule always leads to a 

rapid blowup of the code. Secondly, for the proper tracking of the cyclotron motion 
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the complete time-centered integration scheme should be used in the Lorcntz term of 

the particle mover in order to avoid a fictious acceleration of the ions. Moreover, in 

the initial transient state, give the electron E x B term somewhat less than the correct 

value; this enables us to avoid an overreaction of this "passive" term. 

Next, the time step At should be chosen as: uiaAt < 0.4 for proper ion orbit 

tracking, and fc||iJINIJ7J||A/ -C 1 to correctly resolve the wave with the wavelength 

A — 2 7 r / £ | | n m x (Short waves are usually eliminated by the digital filtering). Another 

limitation to the time step arises from the possible discrepancy between the I rue particle 

position x " + T and the predicted position x " + 7 which is used to evaluate the field acting 

on the super-particles (see just below Eq.(16)). The difference of the two po.sition^ for 

the electrons, for example, is written as 

fxD = x ; + ^ - * ; + i = -VA/ (v ; , + "- ' - v; (

+

0;'-) { W 

a I 7 ( A ( . ) 3 ^ ( ^ + " - Eft) + -»A/ ( v ^ - vl). (35) 

The accuracy condition may be given by 

*2L * ^ L { I 7 A , H l ( £ j . + . _ £ ! . ) + 7 ( v T - v l ) } « 1. (:lfi) 
Ax d i 2 me " " 

These electric fields include both the physical component and the noises due to particle 

discreteness. For the monochromatic sinusoidal wave of E!l ~ <"*"A '. we have 
E [ [ + a - B|" ss iawAt Ef. (37) 

Since auAl <C 1 for the resolved modes in the macroscale particle simulation, l^x^jrj 

can be made small enough compared with the cell size. However, without any precau

tions the discrepancy due to the noise field could be as large as 

•5xD,„ * i 7 ( A ( ) 2 — E n o , „ + yM v ± .„„ ,«. (38) 

2 me 

This can be apparently larger than the former value if the noise level is comparable to 

the signal level. Therefore, in order to make the difference \Sxo\ small compared with 
the cell size, more number of particles is required to reduce the noise level, thereby 
increasing the size of the time step Ai. 
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3 Applicat ion 1: Alfven Ion Cyclotron Instabil i ty 

As I ho first physics appl icat ion of 1 ho marroscale par l ic lo code, one-dimensional 

s imulat ion results arc described whoro (ho Alfven-iou-cyclol ron ( A I ( ' ) wave is dr iven 

unstable by the ion temperature anisotropy. 

The Alfven ion-cyclotron instab i l i ty was investigated hy many authors a n a l y t i c a l l y 1 0 ' 

and n u m e r i c a l l y 1 1 " ' V The dispersion relat ion of the AH" 1 wa\e that propagates parallel 

to the ambient magnetic field is given hy 

--' - •-'<•-' + •";AT-WZ-) + "Ur-WtV (:,i,> 

- ^ ( i - ^ X i + f.^f,)] = i). ('to) 

where t , — (~'±^w, )/^'",-. £, — ( ^ ' i ^ r , ) / ^ ' ' , ! ! w i l I' -<-,,•• u.,, being the elect ron and ion cy

c lo t ron freipicncies and i v , >\ the thermal speeds of the electrons and ions, respectively. 

The perpendicular temperature of the ions, l'l± is defined l>y 

V',i = - ' , T | \ / r | | j r < ^ ' ' x ( - i . M < i ) / , ( ' ' | p ' ' x ) . i -H) 

Here / , ( ( ] [ . ' j_) is the velocity d i s t r i bu t ion funct ion of tho ions. When the perpendic

ular temperature is greater than the parallel one, i.e., (7 'x/ / | | )« > 1- then the A1C 

ins tab i l i t y is exci ted. The typical frequency in the large anisotropy l im i t is ui ~ u;,.,, 

the g rowth rate ->• "- {fi,±/'2)[I2 an*"! the wavenumber i'd'/^fl1 ~ I. The aforementioned 

dispersion relat ion reveals tha t any "ion velocity d is t r ibu t ion w i th the same tempera

ture auisotropy is equivalent for tho A K ' i n s t a b i l i t y 1 0 . The spectrum w id t h of tho 

unstable wavenumbor and the max imum growth rate are the increasing funct ions of 

the (V'x/ ' / j j ) , rat io and the ion beta value. 

In the past tho so-called hybr id part ic le code used to be the major tool of s imula t ing 

the A I C instabi l i ty . In the hybr id s imulat ion I he electrons wore treated as tho massless 

species and the electrostat ic pari of the electric field was essentially om i t ted "' ' " . By 

contrast , in the present macroscale part ic le s imulat ion the electrons are treated as the 

part ic le species along the magnetic field l ine; only the /',' x H dr i f t te rm is included 
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ill this application in the perpendicular direction. Before starting the simulation, the 

initial velocities are given to the ions and electrons so that each of the species follows 

the Maxwell distribution at rest. The temperature anisotropy of (7i /7j | ) , = .r> — 20 

is given to the ions. The other parameters chosen are the sytem size L, — I20e/^,,.. 

the electron thermal speed ve/r — 0.2, the temperature ratio 7,|]/7, = 1. and the 

ambicnl magnetic field strength u,\.r/ujpr = 0.7 which corresponds to .<.,.,/-,,, — 0.1 for 

m,/?;;,. — ,r»0 case. (Note that the electron cyclotron frequency does not appear in I he 

present simulation algorithm.) The parallel beta value is then ,•?,[( ~ <S x IO~-\ The 

number of the cells in the --direction is 12S, the number of pari ides for each species 

is 12,S00 and the time step is u,1,,, A/ = 20. The quiet starl lechnique of loading four 

particles in pair is used to minimize the initial noise. 

The time histories of the perturbed magnetic and electric field energies are shown 

for (7±/7j|), = 20 case in Fig 2(a) and (b), respectively. The magnetic field energy 

grows exponentially from the initial low noise level and saturates around ^,,1 -̂  10. 

For the electric field the initial noise level is dominated by the electrostatic field, and 

the electromagnetic instability appears to emerge abruptly above I he noise level at 

u,\-,t ~ -JO. The growth rate is measured to be -"v/u,., ~~ 0.-M for lhe mode three with 

ck/u;v, ~- 1.1 which is in agreement with the linear theory of the Alt ' instability. 

The time history of the ion temperature anisotropy, (7j./V||),. is shown in Fig.2(c). 

When the iutensily of the perturbed magnetic field reaches a certain level, /'.< .. < <"• H~ > 

/STTN.V1, "•* 0.2. the temperature anisotropy begins to decrease. (This decrease begins 

much earlier and occurs more gradually if the quiet start technique is not used.) This 

process occurs relatively in a short time scale, \-YJJ~] . The final value of I he anisot ropy, 

(7j./'7|j), = 2 is found to he almost independent of the initial temperature anisotropies: 

the measured final anisotropies arc 2.0, 1.8 and 2.3 for the initial anisotropies of 5. |0 

and 20, respectively. The run with the smaller inilial anisotropy {T±/l]\),n = 5 has 

been made until Ljctt ~ 500. For the (7 i /7 j | ) , 0 = 20 case, another run is performed 

with a longer system size L. = 2-10C/UJ;„. b-'-ause the longer wavelength modes are 

still expected to he unstable in ihe later stage with subdued anisotropy. The run is 
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cont inued up to u>nt ~ 8'1 but the anisotropy completely ceases to decrease at _<,;,/ ~~ 70 

and the f inal value of the anisotropy is measured to be (7j_/7j | ) , = I.H. 

The three components of t he electric field at a.,,/ = 12 are plot ted in F ig.T We <an 

see somewhat deformed sinusoidal wave of i h f mode number three. The elect roinag-

netic coit iponents associated w i th the A I ( ' instabi l i ty . /.', and l:\. are already larger 

than the electrostat ic component E. at this stage. The mode number of I he must 

unstable wave, four in the middle of the linear stage, has decreased to three at l l ie 

beginning of the nonl inear stage of Fig.'J. 

A series of ion scatter plots in the (?»., vL), (.:, ;;.) and (.:, i, ) spaces are shown from 

lop to b o t t o m in F ig .T respectively. Here, i/1 = I i\n~l{i>!J/rl.) is 1 li<-» phase angle of the 

perpendicular velocity of the ions. The ions receive a remarkable p i lch angle .seal ler ing 

du r ing jJrJ "^ "(0 — -K). Th is is most clearly seen as I he change in the (r,,rL) spare 

d is t r i bu t ion f rom the needle-like d is t r ibu t ion in to a more isotropic round-shaped one 

at later t imes. Th is phenomenon has been observed as the decrease in the temperature 

anisotropy in Kig.2(c). 

More interest ing observat ion is that the ions and electrons are highly modulated 

both in the veloci ty space and the conf igurat ion space. The ion modu la t ion in the 

phase space (.:, i/') at the end of 1 he l inear stage ^,.,/ ~ 12 ( Fig.- l (r)) is in-phase w i th the 

magnetic per tu rba t ion of Fig.'1(d) and by 90 degrees out-of-phase wi th the elect tie f ield. 

Th is modu la t ion of the velocity phase angle in response to the magnetic per tu rba t ion 

was also reported by the hybr id simulation 1"" ' 1. However, the density modu la t ion in the 

conf igurat ion space, which is shown in Fig.5 at ujcti ~~ *12 and r>(i, develops only after 

the occurrence of the velocity modu la t ion . This phenomenon has newly been noticed 

in the present, macroscale part ic le s imulat ion. 

The modula t ion of the velocity phase angle is just a consequence of the A l C in

s tab i l i t y which occurs l inearly in response to the wave per tu rba t ion . On the other 

hand, the modu la t ion in the conf igurat ion space, /.< . the density pe r tu rba t ion , occurs 

fo l lowing the pi tch angle scat ter ing process. In other words, the density per tu rbat ion 
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occurs in the nonlinear stage of the instability. The number of the density peaks is 

equal to twice tho mode number of 1 ho dominant AlC magnetic perturbation. A good 

spatial correlation is found between the ion density modulation and the intensin of 

the magnetic field \B\2(~)', the ion density is' higher where (he magnetic field intensity 

is lower, and vice versa. The electrons suffer from nearly the same modulations both 

in the velocity space and the configuration spare. Therefore, the density pert urb;itioii 

may be attributed to the electromagnetic porideromotivo force < r E "•- '''B > (.:) due 

to the finite amplitude AIC waves. 

The overall results of the AlC instability have agreed well between the present 

macroscale simulation and ihe past hybrid simulation. The efficiency of the cumpula-

tiim is twice better for the hybrid simulation in one-dimensional < ase. However many 

of us found in the past that the hybrid simulation abruptly ended up with a blowup 

of the code in the middle of the nonlinear si age of the instability. The macroM -ale 

simulation could continue far beyond this poinl and is considered to be more viable 

than the hybrid simulation. 

4 Application 2: Kink Instability of Peaked Den

sity Beam 

The full-implicit algorilhm of the macroscale particle simulation described in Sec.J 

is now: applied 1o kink instability in the three-dimensional space which occurs to the 

current-carrying ion beam with an inhomogeiieous density profile. The simulation of 

the Alfven critical current and kink instability was carried out several years ago against 

the relativisl.ic electron beam by using the semi-implicit version of the macrosrale 

particle code . Here we use the full-implicil version of the macroscale particle code. 

The. latter has been found to be at least ten times more efficient than the former for 

the same physics problem. 

The simulation is performed in the three-dimensional space (r, iy,.:, >T, r„, v.); par-
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tides move in this six-dimensional space. The electromagnetic field is solved in the real 

(configuration) space for x and ij coordinates and in (lie Fourier space for the periodic 

.r-coordiiiale toward which the ambient magnetic field is applied. This type of the field 

solver is favorable for treating inhomogoneous density, wMI-bouud plasmas. Moreover, 

tliis code is to be expandable without any major changes to non-square poloidal cross 

section and/or torus geometries such as tokamaks ami stellarators. 

The system size of the simulation is Lx — LB = 'lOr/u.^,. and h. = •lOO-'/u.,,,. with 

27 x 27 x 32 grids in each direction. The electrons and ions have a hell-shaped density 

profile i)o{r) -̂  1/ cosh~{r/Ln) which is peaked at the center of the (;r. //) plane. The 

width of the density profile is Ln = \5cfuJpc. An initial drift along the ambient magnetic 

field is given to the ions to create the current-carrying beam. The initial drift speed 

> j : is chosen, so that the safety factor at the radial distance r = Ln becomes </(r) zz 0.5. 

Other physical parameters are: the ambient magnetic field strength ^;.,./^pt — I, the 

temperature ratio Te/T, ~ 1 and the electron beta value ,ff, = 0.09. (Note that the 

magnetic field strength is given by the ratio uJrr/^pt..) The mass ratio is m,/m t . = 50 

and the time step is ujpeAt — 20. This corresponds to u.v,A/ = 0.4 under the given 

parameters. 

In the simulation run a helical distortion of the ion beam becomes apparent from 

j-V.f ~ 10. The distortion has the mode number m / n = l / 2 in the early stage. The 

displacement due to this distortion takes a maximum value around ^r,f ~~ 130 and 

stays at this level thereafter. Fig.6 is the bird's-eye view plot of the ion distribution in 

the (j.;y, j ) space. At uctt ~ 1*10, the m / n = l / l helical distortion is clearly observed 

with the m/n = l /2 mode superimposed on it . Almost the same helical distortion in 

the spatial phase and the amplitude is observed for the electrons. This fact implies an 

occurrence of the helical distortion of the magnetic field structure. 

The poloidal magnetic, field is plotted in Fig.7 for the four poloidal cross sections 

with the equal toroidal separation. The helical shift of the magnetic axis is found 

as expected, although the average position of the axis has moved somewhat above 

x = T;LX. For the present run the poloidal Alfven time is calculated to be rA = 
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/ . , / ' ,\r ~ 1 , ^.~ ' WIUTI' > ,,,, = Hp/( \-mt)t)]f~. Since the ab.,ve heli. al distortion o. - iJI — 

in a few poloidal Alfveti times, it is considered i,, be an ideal magne-tohvdrod\ n.uni. 

phenomenon - the ideal kink instability ' ' . 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, the advanced implicit algorithm lias be.MI presented that is t«> be 

applied In studies of finite bcia kinetic and inhomogeneoiis pi a--mas in large >p.n*e 

and time scales. The keys of the f^tlr arc the int roducliuii of the slightly backward 

(ime-dccrritered scheme, use of iJ»<* direrlly-nxiplrd fie]d-pa' ,tic|e equations and I lie 

guiding cenle1- approximation of the electron perpendicular motion. The code ha.s 

been successfully implemented for studies of three-dimensional, inhomogeneous and 

magnetized plasmas. 

As a verification of I he code, iwo physics applications have been shown in See.3 

and -1. In the first application, the Alfvon-ion-cyclotron instability has been shown 

to be excited by the initially given ion temperature anisotropy. The ions suffer from 

the pitch-angle scattering and strong modulations both in the phase and configuration 

spaces. The anisotropy relaxes to (7 j_/7j|) = '2 irrespective of the initial anisotropics. In 

the second application, the current-carrying ion beam with the in homogeneous density 

profile has been shown to undergo the helical kink instability in the ideal magnetohy-

drodynamic time scale. 

As has been described in this paper, the macroscale particle simulation has enabled 

us the studies of kinetic, plasmas in large space and time scales that were not. possible 

by either the traditional particle or magnotohydrodynamic simulation methods. 'Hie 

efficiency of the macroscalo particle simulation is comparable (about one half) with the 

hybrid particle simulation. But. the macroscale simulation retains physical processes 

concerning the electrons which are completely ignored in the hybrid simulation. More

over, the macroscale particle simulation is stable even when the hybrid simulation fails 
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Humeri* ally. 

In the fut urc several extensions an* possible. T i n 1 extension '<• ' I " ' torus .^-IMIM'T ry 

f i\ \ .;•) is necessary to s tudy s tab i l i ty and transport processes occurr ing in lokatnaks 

and >t «'ll a rati >,*s. I se of t he guid ing center approx i ina! ion for I lie perpendicular moti i .11 

of the inns js also suggested to perform simulat ions w i th ^ , , i V > 1. To d.-al w i th 

the plasma w i th magnetic field nulls, the macroscale part ic le code w i th full part ic le 

species is required. ( I ts coding is simpler than the present one.) Hut ih<- condi t ion 

^ . ; V " A / < 0.-1 may l imi t its s imulat ion parameters. A l ternat ive ly , paste up of the 

elect ion guiding-center code ( H ^ 0) and t he fu l l -par i icle species . ode may l>e possible. 

f i na l l y , in order to make the code really helpful for t he si udy of I rails port pun esses 

in magnet i /ed plasmas, it is necessary to know 1 lie nat lire of numerical noises and Io find 

out the noise reduct ion technhpie associated w i th the pari i«']r discreteness. Intensive 

n s r a n h elf or is are now being exploi ted in this area (see Ser.'J.I) In t he near fu ture. 

Uie macroscale part ic le s imulat ion code wi l l he modif ied to include I he torus ellects 

and /o r the in ter-par t ic lo coll ision that is too microscopic io take into the macroscopic 

regime of our interest. 
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Appendix: Flow Chart of MACROS Code 

A scries of subroutines that constitute one time cycle ol' the inacroscale particle 

simulation is shown here. The top part of the flow chart shows the initial loading of 

the particles and the electromagnetic field. The names in parentheses on the right 

are the subroutines for each procedure. The holloni part shows one time cycle of 1 lie 

simulalion. 

Initial loading of particles and fields I ' M ' ) 

Calculate constants, index tables (incl. I T T table). 

Generate particles in (/ , ;/..:,!•,., r v , r.) space. 

Accumulate j and t] 

Calculate initial electromagnetic, field 

Conversion of electron velocity: 

K , l . ' „ , e . ) -> O , l 'l , I'll) 

( IT] ,MOV. DliMOYK; l l ' ( '= - I ) 

(KMFLl)O) 

(INI'I'VIC) 

Start of the time cycle 

Accumulate moments used in DCFP eq. 

Solve the field E"+ ' . B" + I wilh DCFP eq. 

Accumulate moments used in e<£> eq. 

( P U U I O V , DKMOVK; IPC=I ) 

(RMFILD) 

Solve f>.p and correct E" 

Advance particles to x " + l and v " + 

Plasma diagnosis 

(FlIbMV'i. DHMOV'2) 

(KSCORR) 

(FULMOV, DHMOVK; IPC=0) 

(DIAGNS) 
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IF t < l.F, and (ctime) < (ctime) f , , GOTO 

Start of the time cycle 

END 
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Table 

Table 1. Characteristics of Macroscale Particlo Simulation Code 

• Large space and time scales: 

uiprAt > 1, u>„At > ], and Ax/(c/^) > 1 
• Fully electromagnetic. 

• Multi-dimensions in any geometry (Cartesian, rylinder, torus). 

• In homogeneous densily profile and arbitrary magnetic field structure. 

• Fully kinetic: 

ions: 3-D motion 

electrons: parallel direction —» 1-D motion with ( —/;V||W) force. 

perpendicular direction —* guiding-center approximation 

( E x B, V # , curvature drifts ) 

Resonance effects (Landau, cyclotron resonances) 

Orbit effects: finite Larmor radius effects 

diamagnetic current } included, 

banana orbit... 

Longitudinal particle transport 

/ 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Field grid system in the two-dimensional Cartesian space. Each component 

of the electromagnetic field is calculated on the points of its own grid system. 

Figure 2. Time histories of the perturbed magnetic and electric field energies (in 

logarithmic scales) and the temperature anisotropy {T±/T\\)l for the AIC instability of 

(Tx/7 | | ) , 0 = 20. 

Figure 3. The three components of the electric field, Ex, Ey and E. at uiai = 42. 

Figure 4. Scatter plots of the ions in the {vs,v±), (z,v:) and (z, i>) spaces (from top 

to bottom, respectively) for ujat = 0,42 and 56 [ip = la.n~l(vu/vx)}. The phase angle 

of the magnetic perturbation, lan~'(By/Bx) is shown against the z coordinate in the 

bottom row. 

Figure 5. The spatial profiles of the ion and electron densities, and the intensity of 

the magnetic field \B2\ at (a) w c;i = 42 and (b) uic,t = 56. 

Figure 6. Occurrence of the helical kink instability against the ion beam with the 

peaked density profile in the three-dimensional magnetized plasma where the spatial 

distribution of the ions is shown at ojc,i ~ 0 and 140. 

Figure 7. The magnetic field of wc;2 ~ 140 in the poloidal cross sections at 

z = 0, \LX, \LX and \LX. 
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